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Abstract

Protocols were obtained-from 22 subjects as they discovered the conditions under

which equilibrium" obtained on a balance beam by predicting and observing the

outcomes of a series of problems. The interviews revealed that subjects used a

variety of heuristics to make predictions once they had isbla40 the two relevant

features of the problem, weight and distance, but before they could appropriately

relate them in one procedure. These heuristics included instance-based

reasoning, qualitative eratimation of distance, and the use of quantitative rules

of limited generality. Variability in the use of these heuristics by individuals

sugDegts that learning to Understand the balance beam is not best described in

terms-of a simple ru) acquisition theory, and that reasoning from instances

plays a more important role in inferring a physical relationship than previously

thought.
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In this paper, we are concerned with the way in which people develop an

understanding of physical concepts that have the following properties: (1) two

separable variables are involved; (2) those variables must be measured or

quantified in some way, and (3) the measurements may be combined according to

some rule, yielding a.third quantity or construct that allows prediction of what

will happen for any combination of the two variables. Examples of such concepts

include density, the size of shadows, and the bAlance beam.

The balance beam is the particular pnysical concept that we have cnosen to

study. A bal,tnce beam consists of a bar placed an. top of a fulcrum or balance

point. Weights may be placed on both sides of the fulcrum. The effectiveness of

a weight in causing the beam to tip down is determined by the product of the

weight (w) and its distance from the fulcrum (d), a construct called the the

torque associated with the wei7ht. If the total torque (i.e., Ewidi) associated

with the weights on each side of the beam is-tne same, the beam will balance. If

not, the beam will tip to the side with the greater torque. Because of its form,

this rule will subsequently be referred to as the prodUct-moment rule.

There. are a nurnher of reasons why.balancing is an important and rich domain

in which to study how subjects learn to combine information about variables.

Most people have some understanding of the factors that determine whether

balancing will occur. Even fairly young children can often identify weight and

distance from fulcrum as the critical variables and provide reasonable intuitive

explanations of why a set of weights will or will not balance on the balance

beam. fin the other hand, relatively few adults can specify a rule that will

allow them to predict what will happen in any given situation. In fact, over

several experimental replications, only about 20:4 of adults have produced

resounses to balance beam problems consistent with the product-moment rule

(Jackson, 1965; Lovell, 1961; Siegler, 1976). Even when provided with specific

experiences intended to promote understanding of the concept of baland.flg, adults
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do not easily derive the product-moment rule. It is the period of transition,

between being able to identify the relevant variables and being able to combine

them so as to make correct predictions:that is of major interest to us.

Why is it so difficult to generate the product-moment rule? In fact, the

rule is easy to use: Siegler (1976) taught three 10-year-old children the

product- moment rule and they were subsequently able to use it successfully. It

is clear, however, that the rule will not be derived if (1) the relevant features

or dimensions of the problem are not identified, (2) only one of the features is

considered or dominates the other, or (3) both features are considered, but not

within a coordinated framework. There is considerable evidence tuggesting.that

these reasons, in the order presented, describe stages of understanding many

physical laws. Our previously stated interest in the transition phase implies

that the third reason is our primary concern. In order to understand fully how a

coordinated framework develops, however, it is necessary to consider earlier

phases of understanding as well.

There have been two major descriptions of the phases of understanding the

balance beam: Inhelder and Piaget's (1956) stage theory, consisting of three

stages, each divided into two substages, and Siegler's (1976; Klanr and Siegler,

1978) hierarchical rule models. Both descriptive systems are presented in Table

1.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Inhelder and Piaget (1958) presented two types of tasks. In the first task,

they employed a balance beam that had holes at equal intervals on both sides of

the fulcrum (28 holes on each side) and weights of differing sizes that could be

hung at various distances from the fulcrum. In the second task, children were

presented with a balance with no holes in the crossbar and instead of weights
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there was a ba4ket on each side into which dolls could be placed. No units were

marked along the crossbar. Subjects, who ranged in age from three to about 14

years, were told to play with the balance beam to find out how it worked.

AlthQuh in the first task' it was possible to hang weights at more than one

location on each side of the fulcrum, apparently even the most advanced subjects

did not do so. Therefore, the rule wi/w2 = (henceforth referred to as the

Nratio rule), where wi and we are the amounts of weight on Each side of the

fulcrum and dl and d2 the corresponding .distances from the fulcrum, would always

-.
be sufficient to predict when balancing 'would occur, 'and the general form of the

product-moment rule was not needed.

Examination ofInhelder and Piagetls stages in Table 1 suggest an

increasingly systematic approach to understanding the influence of the variables

of weight and distanee.. However, the usefulness of the description is limited by

. the vagueness of some of the terms employed, such as "qualitative understanding."

In addition, it is not clear what is necessary to advance from one stage to the

next. Finally, as we have indicated above, Inhelder and Piaget discussed the

ratio rule but not the most general form of the product-moment rule.

Siegler (1976) used a balance beam that had four pegs on each side at

equally spaced distances from the fulcrum-and equally sized metal weights that

had holes in their middles so that thA!!, could fit over the pegs. Subjects ranged

from kindergartners to twelfth graders and had their understanding of the balance

beam assessed after having participated in one of th' ee conditions. In the a

priori condition, subjects were not given any Experience with the beam before

being tested for understanding. In the experimentation condition, subjects were

told that there were rules by which they could could predict the action of the

balance beam and that they should "experiment" with the beam and the weights and

try to learn how the beam worked. In the observation condition, subjects were

also told that a rule existed and were presented with a predetermined series of

6
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c.

36 problems whose outcomes they could observe.

Understanding of the balance beam was assessed by presenting each su6ject

with a series of 30 prOblems that would potentially distinguish different levels

of knowledge, For each configuration of weights, subjects wereasked what would

happen if the balance beam (which was kept level by two wooden blocks that were
,

placed beneath the arms of the balance) was releaSed. No feedback concerning the

-.0v 1'
0

action of the balance beam was provided. 4'

Siegler proposed that, performance on the balance beam can be described by
'

the set of four hierarchical models presented in Table 1, and furthers, that an

individual progresses developmentally froiii model to,rnodel in an invariant order.

Siegler classified the responses of 107 of the 120 children as conforming to the

predictions made by one of the four models and concluded that the study provided

considerable support for the descriptive accuracy of the models. The responses

of most (23 of 30) 5- and 6-year-olds were predicted by Model I, while the

responses of most.(48 of 90) of the older children were predicted by Model III.

Notably, the responses of only 5 of the 30 children in the-oldest group (16- and

17-year-olds) were predicted by Model IV. There was little effect of the varied

prior experience on performance.

Siegler's (1976; 1978; Klahr and Siegler, 1978) rule-based set of

developmental models has several advantages over Inhelder and Piaget's (1558)

stAge theory. The most notable is the greatly simplified interpretation of

complex behavior. The models make testable claims concerning which balance beam

problems will be answered Correctly by a subject performing at the level of one

of the four models. addition; specification of the models in terms of

production systems (Klahr ano Siegler, 1978) make it possible to
state how a

model mist be changed, by adding or modifyng specific productions, in order to

advance to the model of next increasing c.welexity. The clarity and testability

of these models allows one to pose guestiQns relevant to instuction. For



example; one can investigate what kinds of instruction are effective in producing

movement to more complex models and wriether people of different ages are

differentially responsive to instruction.

The simplicity of Siegler's hierarbhical models mak.. nem an attractive

system for predicting the behaiiior of peopl$interactiny with a balance beam.

However, several potential difficulties arise wnen they Are viewLd as models of

the reasoning process, rather than merely ad predictors of behavior. One concern

is that, as Strauss ano Levin (1981) have pointed out, "...the rules of the rule

system are the outcome of an interaction between task variables and an

overarching cognitive system that attempts to deal with them"(19811 p.76), so

that,the relative simplicity of Siegler's rules as compared to Inhelder and

Piaget's descriptive system may in part reflect the more structured nature of the

tasks that Siegler employed. In addition, we will a-gue that there are reasons

to believe that systematic predictions are based on considerations other than

those suggesteday the decision trees that make up Siegler's models and for that

reason these decision trees are not adequate models of the reasoning process.

There are three general areas of concern: (1) what is involved in the change from

Model III to Model IV, (2) how distance is encoded (i.e., whether distance is

dealt with as an ordinal variable or encoded numerically) at various levels in

the hierlrchy, and (3) the limitations in the knowledge the models Allow to be

used in making a decision about a balance problem.

The transition from Model III

weak in specifying how transitions between models occur, particularly

...Model IV. Tie hierarchical rule models are

from Model III to Model IV. The production system formulation of the models
r

presented by Klahr and Siegler (1978) allows one tq state what alterations must

Isbe made to Model III to yield Model IV. However, the processes by which the

changes occur are not obvious.

Model IV is derived by altering Model III such that when a conflict problem
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is enequntered, predictions are no longer based on "muddling through (i.e.,

randomly guessing). Instead, they are based on computing and comparing the

torques for each arm of the balance beam (i.e.,- predictions are based on the

product moment rule). A strict interpretation of Sieglerfs rule hierarchy as a

developmental model) of reasoning would suggest that the.transformation from.a

system dealing with conflict problems in a random way .(Model III) to-one dealing

with them correctly (Model IV) occurs in a single step. There seems reason,to

believe that at least some subjects pass through_an intermediate stage in which

they generate rules that incorporate both weight and distance but are of limited

generality. In Inhelder and Piaget's classification, the-quantitative rule

arrived at in Stage III is the ratio rule, not the more general product-moment

rule. Moreover, Klahr and SieRler's (1978) detailed analysis of a single subject

and description of Model III explanations advanced by subjects seem to indicate

that the use of such rules is probably quite common.

Siegler (1976) classified subjects' responses as conforming to Model III if

there were (1) fewer than 26 correct responses on the 30 posttest problems, (2)

at least 10 correct reponses on the 12 nonconflict problems (in which either

weight or distance or both were tne same on both sides of the fulcrum or else the

greater weight was on the same side as the greater eistance), and (3) more than

four departures from complete reliance on the weight dimension on the 18 conflict

problems. However, these criteria could have been met by subjects employing a

variety of rules and strategies, such as using the ratio rule or special cases of

it (e.g., 2:1), or even comparing the results of adding weight and distance on

each side of the fulcrum rather than multiplying them (which would correctly

predict that configurations like 0100/3.000 wouldbalance but would not work in

general). It seems clear that Klahr and Siegler themselves considered Model III

to be an umbrella classification for a host of core specific strategies that are

inconsistently adopted. However, the existence of such stategies was mentioned

9
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only parenthetically and not incorporated into the description of Model III.

fin important oUestion, .theivfOre, is whether subjects generate rules suchas

the ratio that incorporate bottl.,weight and distance but do not apply in all

sltuatias, before they learn the more general product-moment rule.
1.

Encoding _of distance.NA second area of concern is the manner in which

4

distance is encoded. The use of distance first occurs ,in Model II in which

4.0-0 .

distance is eonsidered.if.toe weights are the same on both sides of the fulcrum.

HoWever, the only judgments pbout distance necessary for Model II or Model III

are ordinal: th0 isle,ewhether distance, on one side of the fulcrum is less than,
4

equal to, or grIvater than the.distance on the other. Only for Model JV must both'

weight andegistance be encoded in a,guantitative or numerical fashion so that
-

C3PCILIe may be' calculated. It is not clear whether subje0cts performing at the

level of Model II or III emcode distance numerically, as_Stegler's (lWE).

research would seem to imply, make crude perceptual judgments, or ,simply make

--r
ordinal decisions about distance, if subjects do not encode distance

-,-,

I
.

numerically., they will have difficulty generating the product-moment rule and'
..

this may result in the use of alt wnative strategies.

The manner in which subjects encode distance is therefore of critical

importance in building a model of how they reason before arriving at the
k

l'\product-morient rule. The apparatus used-by Siegler (197 ) does oat particularly

lend itself to the investigation of this issue, since the,mfour pegs on each side

of the fulcrum at which, weights could be placed are very salient., in the prese4

study, we attempted to gain insight into how subjects encoded distance in a

situation in wrIch a measurement scale was provided but was notLso obVious.

Use of information about previous_problems. An additional concern is that

4itL,
accordino to Siegler's rule-based models, when dealing with a balance problem the

subject will go through a decision tree but will not ut:e information about either

specific problems or general types of problems encountered previously. It seems

10
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likely, however, that at least some of the time, subjects making'predictions'

about a series of balance problems will ccmpare a given 'configuration of weights

with those observed earlier. In fact, some of the experience with the bal'ance

beam. that Siegler provided his subjects would seem to encourage such comparisons.

.In his observatiOcondition, subjects were pr4sented with four sets of five

problems each in which problem n differed from problem nti by only tte addition

or removal of a single weight. In such a series of problems, there are several

Points at which the correct outcome could be predictedson a logical basis merely

by considering the 'change from the previous problem. For example, if a single

.weight is added to one arm of a configuration that previously balanced, the beam

must tip to that side.

One basis for building a rule-based set of models is the assumption that

because the final state of learning can be described in terms of a I'Ve, the

intermediate stages are also best described as rules. There seems reason to

question this assumption. Brooks (1978) showed that when a rist is available for

/3-

categorizing a set of 'xemplars, but is sufficiently complex and difficult to

induce, subjects categorize new instances,ZY a category in terms of their

similarity to previously observed instances. They, do not necessarily generate an

approximation to the,r'ule to use as a-basis for categorizetion. Although the

product-moment law_is not as complex a rule for categorizatibn as the examples

used by Brookpl it is obviously difficult to induce, suggesting that at

intermediate ptages of learning subjects may make predictions by comparing the

current Koblem to representations of previous-problems.. At the very least,

14

Brooks' findings suggest the possibility that reasoning before the product-moment

rule has been learned is not est characterized as the use of simple rules.

One might consider all balance43eam problems to be members of one of three

cateoc'ries: (Wbalance" configurations; (2) "tip rioht",configurations, or (3)

"tip left" configurations. Correct categorization eif all balance beam 'problems
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into one of these three categories would correspond to Model IV behavior. Thus,

the decision about a balance problem can be conceived of as a problem of

categorization, and the relevance of theories of boncept formation can be

considered.

There is consensus that phenomena associated with the categorization of

natural objects can be accounted for by some combination of two types of models,

exemplar models and prototype.models. Exemplar models propose that new exemplars

are categorized on the basis of comparisons with stored representations of

previously experienced exemplars. In addition, exemplars differ from each other
6

.in how well they represent the category and because of this, the boundaries among

natural object categories are considered to be "fuzzy" (Mervis and Rosch, 1981).

Good exemplars of a category share many features with other exemplars and few

features with members of neighboring categories. Poor exemplars share fewer

features with other examplars and more features with members of neighboring

categories (Mervis and Rosch, 1981t Noma, 1984).

Prototype models propose that new exemplars are categorized on.the basis of

comparisons with abstract summary oescriptions of categories. A prototype can be

thought of as the weighted average of the features 'of exemplars of the category,

thus reflecting the occurrence of relatively common and uncommon features (Smith

and Medin, 1981). Whether protoype or exemplar information is used appears to

depend somewhat on the experimental con;:ext (Medin, Alton, and Murphy, 1984).

Smith and Medin (1981) suggest that both types of information might be used in

some situations and Malt (personal communication) has found an experimental

condition in which this appears to be the case.

The categories of balance, tip right, and tip left are somewhat different,

from those typically studied in experiments dealing with natural categories.

However, expmp.,rs of these categories are similar to those that have been

studied in that they are generally viewed one at a time and differ in how

12
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.4;

le

representative they f the category to which they belong. (i.e., the beam

can be slightly off balance). It is possible that subjects use similar

strategies for categorizing exemplars; whether these exemplars are natural

objects or configurations of weights. Evan when told that a rule exists that

will allow correct predictions for all balance problems, subjects may, at least

before the rule has been generated, attempt to deal with balance problems.by

comparing them with some representation of previously observed problems.

In summary, although the rule-based models proposed by Siegler (1976) and

Klahr and Siegler (1978) have appeal as a system within which to describe the

.predictions people make wnen given balance problems, there seem to be reasons to

belielie that they are not adequate models of the reasoning process. In the

present study, in attempt was Made to determine whether, when provided with a

series of balance problems and given the task of inducing the product-moment

rule, p-ople (1) generate rules of lim. generality that. involve both weight

and distance before they learn the genEr'eproduct-moment rule, (2) encode

distance numerically at different levels of performance, and (3) base judgments

about ,balance problems on specific information about previously encountered

problems or classes of problems.

The study consisted of two phases. kn the pretest ase, a paper-and pe

test was used to identify subjeqs who had not yet learned the product-moment

rule. In the training phase, 22 of these subqect were presented with a series

of balance problems using wooden blocks and a ba4nce beam. Although the set of

talance problems was modeled after that used in Siegler's (1976) observation

condition, the procedure differed in several important ways. In Siegler's study,

the observation condition consisted of 36 trialsi on each of which the

experimenter placed weights on the balance'beam, removed the wooden blocks

holding the beam level, and allowed the subjects 10 seconds to observe the

outcome. In the present study, (1) subjects were told to predict the outcome for

1.3
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each balance problem before being allowed to observe the outcome, (2) subjects

were esked to think aloud while performing the task and, if possible, to provide

justification for their prediction, and (3) the training phase continued until

subjects gave ariswers consistent with the product-moment rule.

Met t)cd

Pretest Phase

Sudlects. Forty-eight students (30 women and 16 men) enrolled in psychology

classes at the University of Massachusetts received bonus credit for

participation in the pretest phase of the study. Age ranged from 17 years to 36

years with a.mean of 20.5 years.

Problem.... The prestest consisted of 12 schematic line drawings of a balance

beam presented with various configurations of weights. These problems varied in

both type and difficulty. There were three "simple" problems that did not

require the product-moment rule for correct predictions because either (1) weight

or distance or both were equal on both sides of the fulcrum (e.g., 0300/0300 --

Note: notation indicates the number of weights 1,2,3, and 4 units of distance on

either side of the fulcrum -- in this case, there are three weights located three

units of distance to the left of the fulcrum and three weights located two units

of distance to the right of the fulcrum) or (2) the greater weight was associated

with the greater distance (e.g., 0120/1100). The remaining nine problems

represented "conflict" situations in which the iireaterweight was associated with

the lesser distance. For three of these problems, the beam would have tipped to

the side with greater weight (e.g., 0Z20/0002) and for three it would have tipped

to the side with the greater distance (e.g., 1100/2200). The remainin3 three

14
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problems presented balance situations (e.g., 1100/1300). The problems employed

depicted situations with weights placed at no more than two locations on either

side of the fulcrum.

Procedure. The pretest was administered to groups of three or four

subjects. Subjects were instructed to predict whether the balance beam presented

in each problem would tip to the left, balance, or tip to the right. No time

limit was imposed and feedback was not provided.

Analysis. All subjects who made three or more incorrect predictions were

classified as nonbalancers. Thirty-six of the 48 subjects who took the prestest

were classified as nonbalancers.

Training Phase

Subaects. Twenty-two of the 36 subjects classified .as nonbalancers on the

prestest (16 men and 6 women) were randomly chosen to participate in the training

phase of the study. These subjects had a mean score of 6.40 correct answers on

the pretest with a standard deviation of 1.59.

Materials. The balance beam used in the the training phase consisted of a

flat, rigid aluminum bar balanced on a fixed fulcrum at its midpoint. Distance

from the fulcrum was denoted by marks at regular intervals drawn on a lightweight

acetate scale placed on top of the aluminum bar. The unit marks were

approximately 5 cm. apart, and half units were also indicated. It should be

emphasized that in contrast to Siegler's .(1976) study in which weights could be

placed only on four pegs on each side of the fulcrum, in the present studyil..

weights could be moved continuously along the surface of the beam. The weights

were wooden cubes whose sides were approximately 3.5 cm.

Problems. The set of problems used was modeled after that used in Siegler's

(1976) observation condition. Problems presented near the beginning of the

session were relatively simple and became progressively more complex. The first

few problems consisted of single blocks or stacks of blocks placed on each ,.ide

15
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of the fulcrum such that either the weight or distance for both) was equal on

both sides of the fulcrum. These pl.blems were followed by three sequences of

problems each of which began with two equal stacks of blocks, one placed closer

to the fulcrum than the other. Blocks were added one at a time to the stack

closer to the fulcrum until the beam balanced and then tipped in the opposite

direction. Thus subjects saw how problems with conflicting weight and distance

could tip to either side or balance. After completing these three sequences of

problems, the balance situations from each sequence were repeated. The final and

most complex problems employed two stacks of blocks on one or both sides of the

fulcrum. There were up to six blocks per stack.

Procedure. Before the session began, the subject was informed of and

consented to the videotaping of the interview. Each subject was interviewed

individually, while seated opposite the interviewer with the balance beam between

them.

The subject was told that he or she would be given a series of balance

problems. The instructions stated that the task for each individual. problem was

to predict whether the beam would tip to the left, balance, or tip to the.righti

and further, that there was a general rule which would allow correct prediction

for all the problems and that the subject should attempt to determine this rule.

Subjects were asked to think aloud while performing the task and if possible to

provide justifications for the responses they made.

For each problem, the interviewer placed blocks on the balance beam while

holding it level. After the subject made a prediction and commented on it, the

beam was released so that the subject could determine whether the prediction was

correct. The interviewer then continued with the next problem.

In the first part of the training phase, all subjects received the same

problems in the same order. There was, however, some variation in.the later

problems, as subjects were allowed to request that c -articular configuration of

16
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weights be set up at any time, although they were riot specifically instructed to

do so. In addition, if the subject stated an incorrect hypothesis about the

balance beam, the interviewer attempted to set up special problems that

contradicted the hypothesis. The criterion for concluding that the subject had

induced the product-moment rule was five consecutive correct predictions on

complex problems (i.e., conflict problems with more than one stack of weights on

each side of the fulcrum).

If, after 40 problems, the subject had not made any hypotheses about general

rules and did not appear to be counting the numbers of distance units, the

.interviewer indirectly prompted the subject to pay closer attention to distance.

She did so by asking "How far out is that pile of blocks?" when the subject made

a vague comment that a particular stack of blocks was "closer in" or "further

out."

Analvsis. Three types of information were of major interest: (1) evidence

that subjects based their reasoning on rules of limited generality that involved

both weight and distance before they learned the product-moment rule, (2)

evidence that subjects either did or did not encode distance quantitatively at

different levels of performance, and (3) evidence that subjects based predictions

on information about previously encountered problems or :lasses of problems.

Subj,,Lus were considered to have used ratio reasoning if they stated either

before or after making a prediction the relationship between the ratios of weight

and distance in the problem. Verbal references to counting and pointing to the

distance marks were considered to be positive evidence of numeric encoding of

distance. In addition, evidence for the lack of numeric encoding of distance was

noted. Indications of gross perceptual judgments such leaning back to judge

distance, comments such as "It's hard to tell whether they're the same," and

questions such as "Are the lines on the beam important?" were cLisidered to be

evidence that people were riot encoding distance numerically. These two typel of

17
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information were coded by one person.

The coding of reasoning based on prior instances was somewhat more

complicated, given the less explicit nature of the responses. Coding was done by

two independent coders with disagreements resolved by a third, so that a datum

had to be agreed upon by at least two of 'the three coders before being counted.

Reasoning from particular problems and from particular classes of problems (i.e.,

those with a particular relationship between the ratios of weight and distance)

were included in this classification. References to particular instances were

broken down into problems in which a single change had been made to the previous

problem and those in which two changes had been made to the previous problem.

The reasoning was coded as logically correct or incorrect based on the

relationship between the previous ana the current problem and the subject's

response. For example, if the subject noted that the beam was previously

balanced an one block was added so that it must now tip to the side of the added

block, he or she was logically correct. However, if the beam had been tipped to

one side and one block was now added to the other side, the subject would be

incorrect in reasoning only on the basis of that fact that the beam should now

balance.

References to classes of configurat'.ons previously encountered were also

coded into logically correct and incorrect forms. Correct forms included (1) two

sets of ratios that balance will balance if "added together" (e.g., 0024/0201

must balance because it is composed of (4004/0200 and 0020/0001, both of which

balance), and (2) a configUration of weights will n.it balance if it differs in a

critical way from a ratio configuration that does balance (e.g., 0100/3100 will

riot balance because it differs by one block from0100/3000 which does balance).

Incorrect predictions included those based 'on the similarity between the currant

configuration ana one previously encountered (e.g., 1100/2200 is predicted to

balance because it is similar to 2000/0400).
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Results

All 22 subjects were able to meet tne criterion for learning the

product-moment rule. The mean number of trials required to meet the criterion

was 49.0 with a standard deviation of 15.4 (range 25 to 88 trials). Analysis of

the data indicated that subjects engaged in a variety of behaviors as they

attempted to determine whether the balance beam would balance. Not all common

behaviors were observed in all subjects, suggesting that there-May be no-

invariant

--
sequence of behaviors that subjects must engage in while inducing the

product moment rule. There were three major findings observed in the interview

data: (1) most of the subjects seemed to develop and use the ratio rule before

using the product-moment rule; (2) many subjects gave evidence of not encoding

tistance numerically during the first part of the session; and (3) most subjects

seemed to employ specific information about previously experienced configurations

in making decisions about balance problems.

The use of rules of limited oenercilx

At least 15 of the 22 subjects emplOyed a quantitative rule that involved

both weight and distance but was of limited generality before generating the

product-moment rule. One subject generated and test( the hypothesis that

balance would occur if the sum of weight and distance on each side of the fulcrum

(e.g., a stack of three blocks one unit of distance away from the fulcrum would

yield a sum of four) was equal. Fourteen subjects explicitly verbalized a form

of the ratio rule at some point during tne interview (e.g., made a statement like

"It should balance because the stack on the left has twice as many blocks but the

stack on the right is twice as far from the center). On the averages for these

14 subjects, the rule was first verbalized on trial 21.1 (sd= 11.2', well before
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the criterion for the product-moment rule was reached. There was little

difference in the number of trials to criterion cor the 14 subjects who

verbalized the ratio rule (mean=50.11 sd=14.0) and the eight who did not

(mean=47.11 sd=17.6).

In general, subjects who stated some form of tne ratio rule did riot do so on

the first simple balance problem (i.e., a problem in which. here were single,

different-sized stacks of blocks on each side of the fulcrum and the beam

balanced) they encountered. The first simple balance problems were presented on

_tria.1-7_10N/0010) and trial 11 (0004/0200;. Only one subject stated the ratio

-rule on trial 7 and only three others did so on trial 11.

There seemed to be a tendency for subjects to state the ratio rule first on

a trial for which the ratio was 2:1, suggesting that the yule was first generated

in simple situations and then generalized. Ten of the 14 subjects who stated the

ratio rule did so first on a trial for which the configuration was 0004/0200 or

0002/0100, despite tne fact that all 10 of them had encountered one 3:1 ratio

balance problem earlier (trial 7) and that six of them had previously encountered

EA least two simple balance problems in which the ratio was not 2:1.

Stating a form of the ratio rule correctly did not invariably result in

correct predictions for all subsequently presented problems that could have been

easily handled by use of the ratio rule. Apparently, subjects either did not

initially learn the General form of the rule, did not employ the ratio rule as

their exclusive heuristic for two-stack conflict problems, or did not always

c-ncode oistance accurately enough to predict correctly. On the average, the 14

sQbjects missed 1.6 of the 6.6 simple balance problems they received between

first verbalizing a form of the ratio rule and reaching criterion. In addition,

thry received an averaoe of 2.4 simple imbalance problems (two-stack problems in

toldh there was more weight on one side of the fulcrum and greater distance on

the other but for which the ratios of weight and distance were not equal) and
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made an average of .8 errors on them.

Some error data suggest that subjects may have first learned the rule for

one ratio and only later generalized it to others. Seven of the 10 subjects who

first stated the ratio rule on a simple balance problem with ratio 2:1

subsequently made errors on other simple balance problems, but only one of them

did so on a problem with ratio 2:1. Collectively, these subjects made 16 errors

on simple balance problems after first stating the ratio rule, including five

errors on problems with a 3:1 ratio, five on problems with a 3:2 ratio, and four

on problems w'th a 4:1 ratio. The four subjects who first stated the ratio rule.

.in a or 4:1 ratio trial later committed six errors on simple balance trials,

only cne of which was on the same kind of trial.

Other data suggest that subjects may have made_some errors orratio trials

by not it,cging distance carefully enough. As will be disr:ussed later, subjects

frequently oid not use. the markings on the scale to help encode distance

numerically and at least early in the session, tended to rely on ordinal or rough

perceptual judgments. The hypothesis that errors on simple balance and imbalance

problems were in part caused by the failure to encode distance numerically is

supported by the the fact that over all 22 subjects, only four errors on these

types of problems '.are committed after subjects had givt.n some indication that

they were encodirg distance numerically. Other suggestive evidence is provided

by the fact thit of the 11 errors made on simple imbalance trials after first

verbalization of the ratio rule, six were committed on the conf_guration

0100/0200, while the others were committed on 2000/0030, 0003/W00, 1000/3000,

Le003/0W0, and 2000/400Z. With the exception of the last configuration, each of

the others could be made to balance by moving one of the otacks by no more than

onu-half unit. It is difficult to rule out tne possiiility, therefore, that

cruce perceptual judgments of distance were a contributing factor to this type of

error.
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In summary, more than two-thirds of subjects explicitly stated a

Quantitative rule involving both Weight and distance before learning the,

product-moment rule. There is some evidence that subjects who.verbalized a orm

of the ratio rule first tended to learn the rule for one ratio (usually 2:1) and

then generalized it to others. Errors o) simple ratio problems encountered after

first verbalization of the ratio rule occurred possibly because: (1) the rule had

not yet become generalized, (2) subjects made crude judgments about distance, and

(3) subjects also used other heuristics such as instance-based reasoning (to be

discussed later).

Jcoding:of distance

Them .:as a substantial amount of evidence suggesting teat subjects did not

encode distance numerically early in the session. This evidence consisted of

several ty,,es: (1) positive indication of beginning to use the scale to encode

distance numerically, sugcestir.; that the scale had riot previously been used in

this fashion and (2) behavior or verbal statements indicating that subjects were

encoding distance on the basis of crude perceptual estimates. In addition, some

comments suggested that subjects encoded distance on an ordinal scale.

Scale use. Seventeen of the 22 subjects spontaneously gave evidence of

counting or pointing to the unit marks on the scale in order to encode distance

numerically. The mean trial on which they did so was 28.3 (sd=10.61 range of

trial 14 to d.4). The remaining five subjects did not give clear evidence of

using the scale until they received a fairly explicit prompt from the interviewer

after trial 40 (see method section).

Tnus most subjects did not overtly use tne scale until after trial 20. This

is to be contrasted with simply mentioning the use of distance either while

thinking aloud or in explaining wi'y a particular decision had been made. On the

average, distance wac first mentioned on trial C).2 (sd=6.21 range of trial 1 to
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trial 24). However, the distribution was quite skewed. Thirteen of the 22

subjects mentioned distance within the first three trials and only two took more

than 18 trials to do so. The large average lag of aa trials between commenting

on distance and overtly counting distance units strongly suggests that subjects

did not initially encode distance numerically.

Not all of the 17 subjects who spontaneously used the scale to measuft

dista.:e seemed, at least initially, to realize the importance of doing so.

Altnouph 10 subjects continued to use the scale consistently after the first

trial on which they pave evidence of counting, the remaining seven did. not,

requiring an average of an additional 13.4 trials (sd=6.0) before consistently .

using the scale.,to.encode distance.

Of course, using overc counting of scale units provides an upper bound for

'the trial on which the subject begins to encode distance numerically, since it is

possible to encode.distance numerically without providing any evidence of doing

so. Accordingly, explicit signs that subjects were not using the scale were

sought.

Evidence of not using tne scale. Nine of tne 22 subjects pave positive

evidence that they were not using the scale at some point between the first trial

on which they mentioned Distance and tne first trial on which they overtly gave

an indication of cApnting. Three of these subjects made comments that indicated

they had just started to consider using the lines on the scale: one asked whether

the lines ':re important (trial 13), while the other two asked whether the

distances etween tne marks were equal (trials 33 and 36). Three different

subjects indicated that they were judging distance in a crude perceptual manner,

one commenting that she needed a different perspective and moving her head (trial

28), and two others physically moving their chairs back and changing their lines

of view (trials 16 and 3a). The remaining three subjects commented on the

difficulty of judging distance, indicating that they did not realize that the
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scale was present to aid in those judgments (trials 12,25,34).

The fact that more tnan one - third of the subjects gave explicit indications

that they were not using the scale to measure distance, in combination withthe

relatively large number of trials it took ,to provide positive evidence of using

the scale, strongly suggests that subjects did not use the scale early in the

session. The fact tnat subjects mentioned distance early indicates that distanbe

was encoded, but specifically how this was done is open to speculation.

Alternatiye hypgtheses. If distance was riot encoded numerically using tne

scale provided, there remain several possibilities. about how it might have been

encoded: (1) suojects may have tried to estimate distance quantitatively on the

basis of perceptual judgments, or (2) subjects may have simply encoded distance

on an ordinal scale, ordering distances rather than attaching numerical values to

them.

Several subjects rave clear evidence of trying to estimate distance

precisely without using the scale, e.g., (in response to 0004/0001), "It just

looks like this [referring to the weight on the right] is four times the distance

of these." However, there were a large number of comments that suggested

subjects were indeed encoding distance on an ordinal scale. Eighteen,of the

subjects made comments of thistype at some point during the interview prior to

giving explicit evidence of counting. Typical examples of such comments were (in

response to 2000/2200), ""It might balance because they're in pretty far Con the

right) to have too much of art effect to go down," or "This one is farther over

and it's less weight and this one is closer and it's more weight." Statements of

tnis type referred only to order relations, contained no reference to numbers of

distance units, and were clearly distinguishable from statements that were later

mace after counting had begun, such as (in response to 1001/0020), "There's

1,2,3,4,5,6 [suoject counts half-units], it's on the sixth line. Six and six is

twelve" (subject adds the Distance for each of the weights on the right2.-
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Comments about oraer relations were noticeably absent from these later

statements.

All comments suggesting tne use of ordinal ldgic were tabOated for each

subject. This Cooing included all trials in which a statement of an ordinal

reiation such as "farther out," closer in," or "closer to the end" was made. Two

types of cases were then excluded: (1) cases iroqhich numbrical encoding of

oistance was unnecessary ( when weignt was tne same on either side of the

fulcrum or when the greeter weight was on the same sine of the fulcrum as the

reater distance) ana (2) cases:in which a specific reference was made toan

earlier problem. There were, on the average, 5.5 trials per subject'in which

statements suggestina tne use of ordinal logic was made, after the two types of

trials mentioned above
a
were exclpded. Eliminating the data cif one subject who

made ordinal comments on 28 trials gives a mean of 4.4 such trials per Ltbject

(sd=3.5). These aata suggest that early in the session, subjects commonly dealt

with aistance in an on:anal fashion.

The use of information about previous problems

There were an average of 7.4 trials per subject (sd=3.6, range 2 to 16) that

could be clearly documented on which subjects maple their predictions on the basis

of a comparison with'a previous problem or class of problems. Subjects made

comment s that they were using specific information abOUt previous problems on

more than 15% of trials, despite the fact that they were c:;;Plicitly told tnat

their goal was to 19arn a general rule.

three types... There were three basic types of instance-based reasoning

observea: (1) reasoning applied to a problem that differed from a previous

problem by a single transformation, such as the addition of a block or the

movement of a stack one unit of aistance; (2) reasoning about.a problem that

c'iffered from a previous problem by more tnan one transformation; and (3)
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reasoning in which the current problem was compared to a .nown ratio

configuration. Valid and invalid mWods of reasoning within each of the tnree

basic .type=s will be discussed below.

Sirale transformation. Subjects verbalized tne use of instance-based

reasoning on an average of 3.7 problems in which the current problem was compared

to a simple (one stack of blocks on each side of the fulcrum) problem that

differed from it on the basis of a single transformation. .There were three

suptypes of reasoning which were sensible heuristics in that they, produced

correct answers some of-!the time. However, only one was consistently valid. The

valid form of reasoning (verbalized on aryaverage of 1.1 trials per subject) was
if

that if'a single transformation was made to a configuration that balanced, the

new configuration should no longer balance. For example, if 0010/2000 is ,seen to

balance, ,then 0100/2000 must not balance since only a single transformation has

been made. One 'form of invalid reasoning (verbalized on an average of 1.0 trials

. per subject) was that if the present problem was similar enough tpa previous One

(differing by only one transformation), the outcome snould be the same. The

second type of invalid reasoning (1.5 trials per subject) was that if a single

compensatory transformation is made to a configuration that did not balance, the

new configuration should balance. Although this argument leads to correct

predictions in some cases, lt certainly toes not do so in general.

Multiple transformations. There were an average of 2.3 problems per subject

in which the prediction was made by comparing the current problem with a previous

simple problem that differed from it by more than one transformation. The valid

forms of reasoning (average of 0.7 trials per subject) included: (1) if two

stacks are equally distant from the fulcrum, equal numbers of weights added to

each stack should not chance the outcome (e.g., 0030/0200 snould tip to the left

given that 0020/0100 did so) and (2) .given two stacks of weir hts at different

Distances from the fulcrum, an inverse proportional change in the number of
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weights on either side will leave the outcome unchanged (i.e., application of the

ratigwrule as a transformation). The invalid forms (1.5 trials per subjlct)

included: (1) equal numbers of weights added to (or subtracted from) stacks at

different
4 distances from the fulcrum leave the outcome unchanged (e.g., if

0020/4000 balances than so should 0010/3000) and (2) the addition (or

sUbtraction) ofa block to (or from) a stack in conjunction with the movement of

the stack on the opposite side out (or in) one unit of distance will leave the

outcolpe unchanged (e.g., if 0020/4000 balances than so should 0200/5000).

Comparisons with known ratios. In addition there were several types of

reasoning in which the current complex problem (a problem with more than one

stack on at least one side of the fulcrum) was compared with a known problem that

was known to balance because of the ratio rule. Valid forms of such reasoning

(0.7 trials per subject) included: (1) stating that the current problem should

not balance because it. differed in a critical way from one that would be

.
predicted to balance using the ratio rule (e.g., 1100/4000 should not balance

because the ratio rule would predict that 1000/4000 should balance) and (2)

stating that the current problem should balance because it. is the sum of two

ratios each of which balance (e. g4, 1020/4200 should balance because

1000/0200 and 0020/4000 both balance). In addition; if the current configuration

was-'similar enough" to a ratio configuration for which the outcome was known

the outcome was sometimes (0.7 trial per subject) judged to be the same,

Discus ion

The major goal of the present study was to characterize somb of the changes

that occur when subjects were presented with a series of balance problems and

given the task of inducing a rule that would allow them to predict the outcomes.
am<

In particular, we were concerned with whether the development of learning could
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be adequately characterized by Siegler's (1976) rule-based hierarchy of models or

whether heuristics that do not fit neatly into this hierarchy, like differential

encoding of d-istance, use of the ratio' rule, and reasoning on the basis of

previous instances of problems must also be considered. Because our data

strontly suggest that such heuristics are indeed used by subjects, Siegler's

(1976) hierarchy does not adequately describe the variety and complexity of

reasoning processes that subjects engage in while attempting to induce a general

rule.

H well defined sequence? It is unlikely that.any simol.e stage analysis can

characterize the changes in knowledge states in more than a superficial manner.

Our analysis of the protocols does not depict the subject as relentlessly

progressing through a well defined sequence of levels until the product-moment

rule is reached. Distance may be encoded quantitatively on one trial but not on

the next. The ratio rule may be applied to make a correct prediction for a

problem and not be applied when a similar problem is presented a few trials

later. The strategy employed depends an the particular problem and on problems

that were encountered earlier.

Model-determined encoding of distance. The protocols suggest that initially,

subjects frequently rely on relatively primitive encoding of distance. After

they have made predictions about a number of simple balance problems, they tend

to progress to the use of some mixture of the ratio rule (where appropriate) and

instance -based reasoning and begin to consider more complex hypotheses. It seems

likely that the level of encoding employed by subjects is largely determined'Py

the heuristics or models they are using. The argument for this is twofold.

First, our subjectm were of college age and it is extremely likely that they

thought of distance as a quantitative concept in general. Thus, any failure to

encode distance in a quantitative fashion more plausibly represents a failure to

apply an existing concept of quantitative distance rather than the lack of the
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concept. Second, there were occasions on which subjects used qualitative

encoding after having earlier given some indication of encoding distance

quantitatively, such as counting scale units or using the ratio rule. It seems

plausible that some occurrences of qualitative encoding resulted from the use of

more qualitative models, such as those involving instance-based reasoning. The

pattern of reasoning seems similar to that engaged in by a mathematician or

logician when he or she attempts to understand a problem on an intuitive,

informal level before trying to formalize a hypothesis.

The present hypothesis'that the encoding employed by subjects will depend on

the heuristics or models they use, contrasts with conclusions that might be drawn

from Siegler's (1976) work on encoding with five- and eight-year-olds. Siegler

demonstrated that training children to encode both weight and distance

significantly improved their performance on balance beam problems. Although

quantitative encoding is necessary for an adequate understanding of the balance

beam, it is not sufficient for understanding. While it is possible that learning

how to encode distance quantitatively can be considered responsible for young

children's progress in understanding the balance beam, this explanation has less

appeal. when applied to older subjects who already know how to encode distance

quantitatively.

.Instance-based reasoning. The use of reasoning about problems by comparing

them to previously experienced problems seems to be outside the scope of a

rule-based model of learning. In fact, one might think that when subjects were

instructed to generate a general rules. the demand characteristics of the task

would preclude reasoning based on individual instances. However, the prevalence

of such reasoning is less surprising within the context of a growing literature

concerned with the learning of complex concepts. Studies have demonstrated that

learning to classify instances of a concept by a complex rule or set of rules,

for example the pronunciation of English words (Brooks, 1978) or the learning of
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syntactic structures (Reber, 1976), is most parsimoniously accounted for by a

theory that claims subject categorize new instances by comparing them to specific

old instances. The product-moment rule may be sufficiently complex that basing a

prediction on previous instances involves less strain on cognitive resources than

immediately trying to infer a quantitative law.

If one assumes that instance-based reasoning was prevalent, it is possible

to develop an explanation for why subjects were not more consistent in their use

of the ratio rule once they had first verbalizes a form of the rule. On .a given

problem, subjects may have used whatever information was available and seemed

appropriate for that problem. In addition, there was some evidence tnat subjects

first learned the ratio rule for a specific ratio and later generalized it. When

subjects first verbalized a form of the ratio rule, they rarely mace comments

suggesting that the rule should hold for all ratios and in some cases expressed

doubts that the relationship observed in a few instances was generalizable. For

example, one subject said in considering whether the ratio rule verbalized

earlier for a smaller ratio would hold for 4:1, "I know we kept the proportion

the same, but I thought that there was a point at which yoU went one too many

down here [referring to oistance] and tne ratio didn't stay the same just because

it was so far out on the end. You want to put one more block on there and move

that one more? [requesting tnat the interviewer modify the problem from

1000/4000 to 10000/50003 Oh, you mean it's a constant rule, it doesn't change?

(after observing tnat the beam still balanced).

-Why_ do sutmects progress? The documenation and description of a change in

understanding cannot in itself provide an explanation of the mechanism producing

the change. At most, the protocol provides a record of the stopping places on

the journey. Nonetheless, we believe tnat documenting the .changes in

understanding demonstr.-ted by subjects, and inferring the kinds of heuristics

they employ, represents an advance in our understanding of how subjects learn to
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reason correctly about balance problems. At the very least, it is clear that our

training procedure was sufficient, in that all of our.subjects were able to

generate the product - moment rule within a reasonable amount of time.

This finding contrasts with the results Siegler :1976) obtained with younger

subjects that indicated relatively few subjects der .ved the product-moment rule.

While it is possible that the difference in results was clue to the age of the

subjects, there are several procedural differences between these training studies

that seem relevant. First subjects in the vresent study took 49.0 trials to

reach criterion, whereai subjects in Siegler's observation condition received

only 36 trials. Thus Siegler's observation condition may not have provided

enough trials to be effective. The second, and :lore interesting possibility is

that a critical difference may have been that in the present study subjects were

asked to generate predictions for each problem and to justify these predictions

if possible, while Siegler's subjects merely observed the problems and the

outcomes. More active involvement with the problems may lead to mere active

hypothesis formation and hence faster learning. This interpretation is supported

by recent research by Lewis and Anderson (1985)r Whofound in a study of the

acquisition of problem solving operators that subjects learned correlations

between problem features and operators only when they were forced to make and

test explicit hypotheses. Clearly, active learning should be an important topic

of research in the the future. Siegler and Klahr (1982) also conducted another

training study in which the majority of college-age subjects were able to learn

to provide predictions consistent with Model IV after being presented with a

sequence of balance-scale feedback problems, provided they received either

external memory aids (a sheet of paper with schematic representations of each

Problem and its outcome), quantified encoding (a procedurein which the

mathematical nature of the task ;0as highlighted), or both. Siegler (personal.

communication) has suggested that the effectiveness of the external memory aids
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manipulation may be explained in terms of making specific instances more

available.

Educational Value_pf the once,p of balancing._ The topic of how people come

to understanJ the balance 4eam 'gains significance when one considers that .the

balancing schem'a might influence the acquisition of mathemati=a1 concepts. One

recent study has indicated that knowledge about the balance beam may facilitate

understanding of the superficially unrelated concept of the mean (Hardiman, Well,

and Pollatsek, 1984). Nearly all college students know the standard algorithm

for computing the mean Of a set of scores (i.e., add the scores and divide by the

number of scores) and can apply it correctly when the scores provided are based

on.equal numbers of observations. However, relatively few adults can

successfully compute the overall mean when given two subgroup means based on

different numbers of scores. They do not "weight" the means in proportion to the

number of scores in each group, but rather treat the group means as though they

were based on equal numbers of scores (Pollatsek, Lima, & Well, 1961).

Pollatsek et al (1981) suggested that subjects who failed to solve weighted

mean problems !asked "analog" knowledge of the mean. Such analog knowledge might

involve a visual or kinesthetic image of the mean as a balance point, a commonly

used metaphor in textbooks. Given two subgroup means based on different numbers

of observations, the weighted mean or "balance point" must lie closer to the

subgroup mean based on the larger number of observations because that mean

"weighs" more. Hardiman et al (1984) assessed college students' knowledge of the

concept of balancing and of the mean. Subjects who were consistently able to

predict the outcomes of balance problems correctly were also able to solve

weighted mean problems correctly and could represent weighted mean problems on

the balance beam. More importantly, subjects who intially performed poorly.oA

both balance beam and weighted mean problems and who were given training on

balance problems (but not on problems specifically having to do with the mean)
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subsequently were able to solve weighted mean problems better and with greater

understanding than *control subjects who had not received this training. Thus the

understanding of an important concept such as the mean can be enhanced through

training with balance problems. An interesting question is whether acquisition

of the product-moment rule is necessary in order for transfer to take place.

Conclusions. Our study of how subjects attempt to make correct predictions

about balance problems leads us to form several conclusions. Reasoning before

the product-moment rule has been learned is complex, involving heuristics such as

Ordinal encoding of distance, reasoning from previous problems, and using

quantitative rules of limited generality, as well as misconceptions about the

physical nature of the balance beam itself. Not all heuristics seem to be

employed by all subjects, indicating that there may be different paths toward

acquiring the product-moment rule. Thus, it is not likely that a simple stage

analysis or hierarchy of rules can adequately reflect the dynamics and complexity

of intermediate stages of learning. The use of both limited ruleslike the ratio

rule and instance-based reasoning does not fit into the models of Siegler's

(1976) rule-based hierarchy nor does it conform to methods of discovery employed

by some artificial intelligence programs; e.g., a program receives data in a

tabular form and systematically reduces it to a single empirical law (Langley,

1981).

Brooks' (1978) work suggests that in relatively complex situations,

categorization based on comparisons with previously experienced exemplars may

represent less of a load on cognitive resources than an attempt to abstract a

rule. The central role of critical examples has been acknowledged within the

domain of mathematics (Michener, 1978) and in the context of learning to classify

instances generated by a complex rule or set of rules (Brooks, 1978; Reber;

1976), but not within the context of inducing a relatively simple physical law.

The documentation of the use of instance-based,reasoning in the present study
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suggests that reasoning from salient examples may be a rather general heuristic

employed in many types ofreasonirlq, incluaing judgments about frequency and

probability (e.g. Kahnernan, Slavic, and Tversky, 1982), understarding

mathematics (Michener, 1978) and physics (Clement, 1981), and deducing syntactic

structure (Reber, 1976), as well as in the discovery of physical laws.
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Table 1

Siegler's Inhelder and Piaget's

classificationa

womiM
SUMO

Oisseece

leleAce

Weighl
Sem,

MUM*
Seel

Balance Grower
W Sims
Side As
Omit*

D9

Tliel Side
000111

wiradif
Thou Ii

classification

Stage IA: Subjects fail to distinguish
their own actions from external
processes (e.g., the subject
will push the beam so that it is
level and expect it to remain that

way).

Stage IB: Subjects realize that weight is
needed on both sides of the fulcrum
to achieve balance but there is as
yet no systematic correspondence
tatween weight and distance.

Stage IIA: Subjects achieve balance by making
weight and distance both symmet-
rical. Subjects discover by trial-
and-error that there is equilibrium
between a smaller weight aI a large
distance from the fulcrum nd a
greater weight at a. small distance
but do not draw out general conse-
quences.

Stage IIB: Subjects develop qualitative under-
standing of the relationship between
weight and distance.

Stage IIIA: Subjects start to discover the
quantitative law for balancingc.
It takes the form of the proposition
WAPIELI/L where W and W' are two
unequal weights and L and L' are the
distances from the fulcrum at which
they are placed.

Stage IIIB: Subjects search for a causal
exp:anation.

a after Klahr and Siegler (1978)
b "muddle through" means guess
c at least for the special case in which weights are placed

at only one distance an each side of the fulcrum
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